A major focus of evolutionary biology is identifying and understanding the selection pressures shaping phenotypic variation, and this often requires identifying the underlying genes. There are excellent examples where the genetic basis of phenotypic variation has been identified via genetic mapping approaches 1, 2 , but more complex phenotypes have often been more difficult to map. The democratization of RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) has made it possible to cheaply and quickly quantify RNA abundance for all expressed loci in virtually any organism. As a result, gene expression comparisons are increasingly used to identify transcriptional architecture -genes with expression differences between phenotypic variants. Ideally, functional genetic assays can be used to confirm the phenotypic effect of differential expression 3, 4 . However, this is not always possible, either because the study organism lacks functional genetic tools, or because the number of differentially expressed genes is simply too large. This means that we often must assume that genes expressed differently between phenotypes are related to, and perhaps even responsible for, these complex phenotypic differences.
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These methods have been used in studies of a wide array of pheno types, including lip morphology in cichlids 5, 6 , castes in eu social insects [7] [8] [9] and behavioural adaptations in guppies 10 , among many others. However, transcriptional architecture has perhaps been most often studied in the context of sexual dimorphism, arguably the most pervasive form of intra-specific diversity in the animal kingdom. The prevalence of sexual dimorphism in animals was sufficiently striking to prompt Darwin's conjecture of sexual selection as a force distinct from natural selection 11 . Indeed, beyond primary sex differences, sexual dimorphism is seen in a broad range of complex phenotypes, affecting morphology, physiology, behaviour and life history, among many other traits. And yet, sexual dimorphism is in many ways a form of polyphenism, or even just an extreme form of phenotypic plasticity, and the study of sexual dimorphism has implications for a broad array of intra-specific variation.
Central to the study of castes [7] [8] [9] , sexes, or other forms of polyphenism and phenotypic plasticity, is the problem of how a single genome encodes often radically divergent phenotypes 12 . In addition, studies of regulatory adaptation based on underlying genetic differences often use similar approaches, based on the assumption that fixed regulatory differences cause expression differences of underlying genes 5, 6, 10 . In the case of males and females, some aspects of dimorphism result from genes restricted to the sex chromosomes 13 .
The transcriptional architecture of phenotypic dimorphism Judith E. Mank
The profound differences in gene expression between the sexes are increasingly used to study the molecular basis of sexual dimorphism, sexual selection and sexual conflict. Studies of transcriptional architecture, based on comparisons of gene expression, have also been implemented for a wide variety of other intra-specific polymorphisms. These efforts are based on key assumptions regarding the relationship between transcriptional architecture, phenotypic variation and the target of selection. Some of these assumptions are better supported by available evidence than others. In all cases, the evidence is largely circumstantial, leaving considerable gaps in our understanding of the relationship between transcriptional and phenotypic dimorphism.
However, many organisms with pronounced dimorphisms lack sex chromosomes entirely 14 , and even in those species that do have sex chromosomes, it is clear that the majority of dimorphism results from genes that are present in both sexes. Expression is one way that genes can be deployed differently, and many loci show profound differences in male and female expression; these are referred to as sex-biased genes. Gene expression differences between males and females therefore offer a possible route to the genomic study of sexual dimorphism and sexual selection, but only if it is indeed true that sex-biased genes encode sexually dimorphic traits and are shaped by sex-specific selection. From this framework, studies of the transcriptional architecture of sexual dimorphism have progressed over the past ten years or so, and several assumptions about the relationship have solidified. First, it is often stated that sexbiased expression underlies phenotypic sexual dimorphism, and it remains unclear what proportion of sex-biased genes are relevant at the phenotypic level. Second, many assume that sex-biased genes represent resolved sexual conflict over optimal expression, as it is this resolution that permits transcriptional, and therefore phenotypic, sexual dimorphism. Finally, we often search for the footprint of sexual selection in the sequence and expression characteristics of sex-biased genes, assuming that we can find it there.
Some of these assumptions are better supported by available evidence than others, but in all cases, the evidence is arguably circumstantial. The goal of this Review is to explore these assumptions with the available evidence in order to identify gaps in our understanding of the relationship between transcriptional and phenotypic dimorphism. Moreover, the number and diversity of organisms that have been studied in this context is remarkable, spanning models such as Drosophila melanogaster 15, 16 , non-model invertebrates 17 and vertebrates 18, 19 , as well as plants 20, 21 , fungi 22 and algae 23 . This diversity presents an inherent power to identify convergent signals that transcend species-specific idiosyncrasies.
Sex-biased genes underlie sexual dimorphism
It is often assumed that some proportion of sex-biased genes are collectively responsible for phenotypic dimorphism, and the assumed connection between transcriptional and phenotypic variation is not unique to studies of sexual dimorphism, as studies of other forms of intra-specific diversity [7] [8] [9] use similar approaches. A staggeringly large proportion of coding sites exhibit different expression levels REVIEW ARTICLE PUBLISHED: 4 JANUARY 2017 | VOLUME: 1 | ARTICLE NUMBER: 0006 in males and females, depending on where in the body and when in the life cycle transcription is measured. Adult gonad samples, or whole-organism RNA preparations that include the gonad, can show significant differences in expression between the sexes for more than half of all expressed genes 24, 25 . Samples based purely on somatic tissue show fewer expression differences, but even then there is substantial variation 26, 27 . Is the aggregate pattern of sex-biased expression responsible for sexual dimorphism? In other words, what proportion of sex-biased genes is important in sexual dimorphism, and how direct is the relationship between RNA abundance and phenotypic dimorphism? The answer to this relatively simple question has major implications for whether we can use expression screens to identify genes underlying phenotypic variation of any kind, as well as whether we can use those genes for downstream evolutionary analyses.
Although we often think of sex as a dichotomous trait, there is substantial intra-sexual variation, and this has been used to test for correlations between phenotypic dimorphism and sex-biased genes as an aggregate. The results are broadly consistent. For example, work in birds has shown that more dimorphic tissues within the body exhibit greater levels of transcriptional dimorphism 28 . Studies in birds and Drosophila concordantly show that the magnitude of sex-biased expression amplifies through development, and is most manifest in adults, mirroring the ontogeny of phenotypic dimorphism 24, 29 . Studies of alternative male mating morphs in the wild turkey show that the magnitude of phenotypic dimorphism for each morph tracks roughly with the magnitude of sex-biased expression 19 . In Drosophila, sex-biased expression exhibits condition dependence 30 , much like many sexually selected traits 31 . Finally, sex reversal due to infection in Silene latifolia produces the expected inversion of sex-biased expression that matches phenotypic sex, rather than the sex chromosome complement 21 . The studies described above measure a correlation between transcriptional and phenotypic dimorphism, but they do not distinguish the causal from dependent variable. Proving sex differences in expression cause (and are not a consequence of) phenotypic dimorphism requires additional functional analysis, and functional studies have revealed that sex-biased expression is not always a perfect indicator of sex-specific phenotypic effects. For example, the developmental gene distal-less is responsible for dimorphism in antennae shape in a water strider. Although this gene is expressed in both sexes, its phenotypic effects differ between males and females 4 , perhaps due to sex-specific regulatory interactions, or perhaps subtle expression differences that were not detected. Additionally, we might expect mutations in sex-biased genes to have sex-specific phenotypic effects, and although this is broadly true in Drosophila 32 , mutations in many loci with substantial differences in expression affect both sexes, suggesting that the relationship between sexbiased expression and phenotypic dimorphism is often indirect, or even counter to expectations.
Implications. There is clearly a relationship of some sort between total sex-biased expression and phenotypic dimorphism when averaged across the genome. However, there is significant variation, and not all loci show a direct or additive phenotypic effect. This suggests that a subset of sex-biased genes are at least connected with sexual dimorphism, but the exact proportion of this subset is unclear. Moreover, transcriptional comparisons between males and females may not always identify all loci underlying phenotypic dimorphism.
Even if only a subset of sex-biased loci are important for phenotypic dimorphism, the large proportion of the genome that exhibits sex-biased expression implies an extraordinary complexity to dimorphic phenotypes. As a result, it must be expected that many sexually dimorphic traits are encoded by a large array of loci, many of potentially small effects. This is supported by quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of complex dimorphisms, as well as expression variation QTL (eQTL) mapping of sex-bias 27, [37] [38] [39] , all of which indicate that these traits are extremely polygenic.
If many small-effect loci do indeed underlie these traits, there are several important implications. First, our evolutionary genetic models of sexual dimorphism, sexual selection and sexual conflict tend to involve one or two loci, and their predictions, particularly regarding genomic distributions on the sex chromosomes 40, 41 , will need to be carefully reconsidered. Additionally, this type of complexity suggests that non-additive interactions among loci may create unpredictable phenotypic consequences, and this complex transcriptional architecture could lead to variation in selective coefficients depending on genomic background. Finally, this complexity may well confound mapping efforts based on quantitative genetic approaches 42 , particularly in wild populations.
Outstanding questions. Studies often assess sex-biased expression in adult tissues, and this logically follows the fact that sexual dimorphism is most manifest in adult, sexually reproductive individuals. However, particularly in invertebrates 4, 31 , but also some other organisms 43 , sexual dimorphism is at least in part a developmental process. This implies that sex-biased expression during larval, juvenile or other immature stages may be most important, at least for some traits, to adult-manifest dimorphisms. In line with this, developmental time-series studies have shown that sex-biased expression varies substantially over ontogeny 24, 29 . How these patterns relate to adult dimorphisms is not yet known.
Similarly, if many sexual dimorphisms result from juvenile expression patterns, it is unclear what exactly we are measuring in studies of adult transcription. It is possible that some studies, particularly when whole adult bodies are used for RNA preparation, are simply measuring the transcriptional effects of allometry and cell type abundance differences (Box 1) resulting from different developmental programs of females and males. Future experimental designs should account for developmental processes in sexual dimorphism. It would be particularly useful to know which adult phenotypes are the product of juvenile expression patterns, and which ontogenetic expression stages contribute most to adult dimorphisms. Additionally, it will be interesting to see how many genes show sex-biased expression in single-cell transcriptome analyses 44 . Finally, not all sex bias is the same, and some loci show statistically significant yet small expression differences, while expression differences in other genes can be orders of magnitude different (Fig. 1) . It remains unclear how the magnitude of sex bias scales with phenotypic dimorphism, although there is some evidence that loci with greater levels of transcriptional dimorphism may be more important in phenotypic differences 19 .
Sex-biased genes represent resolved sexual conflict
Males and females have different optimal measures for many traits. For example, in humans, the relationship between height and overall fitness differs substantially between the sexes 45 . At the same time, many traits show strong correlations between males and females (often referred to as intersexual correlation, or r MF ) [46] [47] [48] , as might be expected if they are based on a shared genetic architecture 49, 50 . In these instances, differences in fitness optima between the sexes can lead to sexual conflict, or contradictory selection pressures on the underlying genes [46] [47] [48] . Intersexual correlation is typically viewed as a constraint on the evolution of sexual dimorphism 51 . We assume that only by breaking these correlations, a result of conflicting selection between the sexes, can males and females reach separate optima for a given trait or expression level. Therefore, dimorphism, whether in phenotypic traits such as human height or in gene expression, is thought to represent at least partially resolved sexual conflict over fitness optima 52, 53 .
Similar correlations are not limited to studies of sexual dimorphism, and would be expected in many other cases of polyphenism [54] [55] [56] or ecological morphs 57 , and studies of genetic correlations are important for understanding genomic flexibility in encoding multiple phenotypes in general. The extent of genetic correlations among castes, morphs and sexes, and the speed at which it can be broken down, governs how effectively a single genome can encode multiple phenotypes, and whether there are costs to this genetic strategy.
Because it has been difficult to identify sexually antagonistic alleles within the genome, sex-biased gene expression has been used as a proxy for at least partially resolved sexual conflict over optimal expression 52, 58 . This is supported by the overall high correlations observed between male and female expression (Fig. 1) , suggesting that contradictory forces acting on males and females are needed to generate sex-biased expression. It is important to note that although the assumptions for gene expression mirror findings from phenotypic studies 46, 47, 49 , there has thus far been no direct test of whether sex-biased genes were originally under conflicting selection for expression in females and males. There is, however, substantial circumstantial evidence that supports the analogy between phenotypic traits and expression.
Consistent with the assumption that sex-biased gene expression results from the breakdown in intersexual correlation for transcription , convergent studies across populations in Drosophila 51 and birds 59 show that loci with differences in expression between the sexes tend to have lower intersexual correlation than genes with similar expression levels in males and females 51, 59 . It remains unclear, however, whether sex-biased expression emerges as intersexual correlation decreases, or if sex-biased expression is simply more likely to evolve at loci with low inter-sexual correlations to start with. Importantly, some genes with large expression differences between females and males show high correlations between the sexes, suggesting that the intersexual correlation does not always need to be completely degraded to achieve sex-biased expression 59 . Additionally, pleiotropy, or multiple functionality, appears to hinder the evolution of sex-biased expression 60, 61 -or, at least, sex-biased genes tend to have more restricted expression than unbiased genes -consistent with the idea that loci under fewer functional constraints are more able to respond to conflicting selection between the sexes in any one functionality.
Other evidence comes from comparisons across the genome. Sexual conflict theory [62] [63] [64] predicts that the unique inheritance patterns of sex chromosomes will lead to the accumulation of sexually antagonistic variation in these regions. Consistent with this, sex chromosomes in a variety of organisms, including Drosophila 65 , mammals 63 , aphids 62 , birds 66 and flour beetles 67 , have been shown to have an excess of sex-biased genes. Although there are other potential causes, these results suggest that sexually antagonistic regulatory variation could have accumulated on the sex chromosomes, and that this has to some extent been resolved through sex-biased expression. Along these lines, we might also expect older sex chromosomes, or older regions of sex chromosomes, to have greater sex bias if the process is cumulative. Work in birds fits with this prediction, and has shown that sexualization of expression accumulates over time, as older regions of sex chromosomes show a greater magnitude of sex-biased expression 68 ,69 compared to younger regions. Finally, we might expect that gene expression differences between males and females would shift if sex-specific selection pressures shift to new male and female optima. This has indeed been Measuring gene expression differences in the context of sexual dimorphism implies that there is some phenotypic dimorphism worth studying. In many organisms, males and females show dimorphism in the relative size of constituent body parts (pictured). When entire organisms are used in RNA preparations, as is often the case for insects and other small animals, this could lead to significant differences in perceived expression, even if the absolute expression within a constituent body part remains the same 102 . This is because RNA-Seq is a proportional measure, and measures of expression are actually based on the relative abundance of a given gene in the pool of all the sequence reads. Differences in the relative proportions of the organisms used for RNA preparation can therefore alter relative abundance in the RNA pool, even if expression within a given part of the organism is the same in both sexes. Although this is less of a concern for studies that measure expression in specific organs or tissues, males and females may differ in the allometric scaling among constituent parts 103 , or even the relative abundance of different cell types within constituent parts 104 . The effect of allometry and cell type abundance will be strongest for genes that are specific to specific parts of the body or cell types. For genes expressed at different levels in many tissues, as is commonly the case 74 , the effects are less pronounced. These effects can be countered by using strict fold-change thresholds in addition to statistical significance alone. For example, even though allometric or cell type abundance differences can create statistically significant differences, the magnitude will often be relatively small. In these cases, standard expression thresholds (that require a gene show doubled expression between the sexes), as is common 18, 25, 30 , may reduce the effect of differences in allometry. Differences in relative volume for a hypothetical insect with head sexual size dimorphism. In this case, males have a larger head than females, but all other body parts are equal in size. This leads to differences in relative volume. Because RNA-Seq is a relative measure, this could lead to perceived differences in expression for genes with uneven distribution across different body parts. In this case, head-expressed genes (orange) would appear to have higher expression in males, and genes in the thorax (green), eye (grey) and abdomen (blue) would appear to have lower expression in males, even though absolute expression within each of these constituent tissues is the same.
shown to be the case: altering the direction and magnitude of sexual conflict produces the changes we would predict in male and female transcription in both birds 70 and Drosophila 15, 71 .
Implications. Intersexual genetic correlations in expression for any type of gene, sex-biased or not, is typically viewed as a constraint on the evolution of dimorphism 51 , and this is probably true to at least some degree. However, not all loci are under conflicting selection pressures between the sexes, and so it is likely that in genomic surveys that include all expressed genes, many, if not most loci with strong genetic correlations do not represent intersexual compromise, but rather loci under convergent selection in both males and females.
To understand the degree of the constraint imposed by intersexual correlation, we need to know how quickly it can be reduced once selection pressures diverge between males and females. The direct data are sparse, but the more abundant indirect evidence suggests that phenotypic intersexual correlations can be reduced in a few generations when divergent selection between the sexes is strong 46 . The rapid turnover of sex-biased expression observed among closely related species 18, 25 implies that if intersexual genetic variation is a substantial constraint, it is one that is easily and quickly navigated if sexual conflict is sufficient. The turnover of sex bias across closely related species 18, 25 also suggests that there is a substantial amount of sex-specific regulatory variation present in the genome, permitting different regulatory architectures in males and females and therefore reducing intersexual correlation for expression and resolving sexual conflict. This is also consistent with the speed at which sexually dimorphic traits evolve across closely related species in response to sexual selection 72 . Studies of sexual conflict often focus on the sources of conflict, that is, constraints and antagonism, rather than routes to resolution. That means that the potential for abundant sex-specific regulatory variation in reducing intersexual correlation has been often overlooked 59 . However, it is worth noting that regulatory variation can act in very targeted ways, which are often far more complex than the dichotomous differences between the sexes (Fig. 2) . For example, caste-specific patterns of expression are abundant within social insects 7, 9, 73 , and the number of castes nearly always exceeds the number of sexes. Additionally, tissue-specific regulatory variation permits organismal complexity 74 , and can alter expression within specific regions of the body plan without affecting it in others over short evolutionary timescales 2, 75 . Also, many genes show remarkable regulatory differences due to environmental interactions, even permitting different morphs depending on the season 57, 76 . Given these forms of regulatory diversity, the abundance of sex-specific regulatory variation is not so remarkable.
Outstanding questions. Nothing at this point is inconsistent with the idea that sex-biased expression represents at least partially resolved sexual conflict via the breakdown of intersexual correlation. However, our data remains circumstantial, but is becoming increasingly substantial. It is also important to note that even within sexes, the expression of many genes are highly correlated with others, ensuring that selection on expression of one gene will produce a correlated response in others [77] [78] [79] . This suggests that sex-biased expression for some genes is due to selection at other, upstream loci. Finally, attempts to link sex-biased expression and sex-specific fitness more directly implicate relatively few loci 16 , and this might suggest that sex-biased genes largely represent past resolved conflict, but could also be the product of non-additive polygenic traits.
With a few notable exceptions 80, 81 , conjectures about how expression is decoupled between males and females remain largely mechanism-free. Additionally, most studies of intersexual correlation in gene expression have not accounted for sex-specific patterns of alternative splicing, which can be common 82 , and isoforms may offer an important route to resolution of conflict over expression of specific exons within a gene. Moreover, there is relatively little understanding of how quickly intersexual correlation in expression can be reduced, as well as the strength of selection required. The key to breaking down intersexual correlation for expression is sexspecific regulatory variation 83 , and at this point there are hardly any estimates of what proportion of regulatory variation is sex-specific in its effects, or how such variation acts. Genome-wide association studies for medically relevant traits in humans have revealed largely separate regulatory architectures in males and females 35, [84] [85] [86] [87] . If this is true more broadly across the tree of life, then it suggests the intersexual correlation is quickly broken down, as the regulation of many genes is largely independent in each sex.
Sexual selection and evolution of sex-biased genes
Early studies of sex-biased genes in D. melanogaster reported that male-biased genes show elevated rates of sequence and expression evolution 88, 89 , and this was interpreted as a result of the fact that sexual selection acts primarily on males 53 in many mating systems. The link between sex-specific expression levels and rates of codingsequence evolution was based in part on earlier observations that highly expressed genes tend to show stronger signatures of evolutionary constraint 90, 91 , perhaps indicating greater phenotypic importance. By analogy, genes expressed more in males should be more often shaped by male-specific selection, and, similarly, genes expressed more in females shaped by female-specific selection. Because sexual selection often acts more forcefully on male traits 92 , which in turn evolve more rapidly 93 , it seems logical that male-biased genes should show convergent patterns to male traits. But is sexual selection indeed responsible for these rapid rates of evolution for male-biased genes? Key to this is whether these fast rates of evolution are indeed adaptive. . Genes expressed more in females (female-biased) are in red, and shading indicates significant difference from male expression. Genes expressed more in males are in blue, again with shading indicating significance. P values have been adjusted for multiple comparisons. Genes with non-significant differences in expression show higher intersexual correlation than significantly sex-biased genes 51, 59 . Additionally, many genes show small differences in expression between males and females that are nonetheless highly significant. The phenotypic effects of these genes remain unclear.
There is a long list of species that show elevated rates of codingsequence evolution for male-biased genes, including D. melanogaster 88, 89, 94 , mammals 95 , Caenorhabditis elegans 96 and adult birds 18 . Elevated rates of sequence evolution can result from positive selection and adaptive evolution -but it is worth keeping in mind that relaxed constraint can also lead to elevated rates of protein evolution, and this latter cause is not consistent with sexual selection. Because of this, it is important that rates of evolution (often measured by comparing the rate of non-synonymous divergence to the rate of synonymous divergence, designated as d N /d S , K A /K S or ω) be tested further to differentiate adaptive from non-adaptive signatures. Work in D. melanogaster has recovered stronger signatures of selection in male-biased genes 94 . However, recent work in adult birds revealed that the rapid rate of evolution is more consistent with relaxed evolutionary constraint and genetic drift 18 , and work in humans has shown that many non-synonymous changes in male-biased genes are mildly deleterious 97 . It is also worth considering that the rate of evolution often scales with the degree of sex bias. For example, the degree to which gene expression is limited to males is a strong predictor of its rate of evolution 18 , and genes with lower levels of sex-biased expression do not tend to show elevated rates of evolution. This is important because recent models suggest that the mutation-selection equilibrium is different for strongly sex-biased genes 98 . In essence, genes that are effectively sex-limited in expression experience the mutational input from both sexes, but are only selected in one sex. This can give a false signal of positive selection for studies using more standard assumptions.
There are some additional problems with the assumption that sexual selection underlies the rapid rate of coding-sequence evolution for male-biased genes. First, the rate of evolution for malebiased genes across related bird species does not scale with the strength of sexual selection 18 , as might be expected. Second, unlike D. melanogaster 88, 89 , D. pseudoobscura does not show a convergent pattern of rapid rate of evolution for male-biased genes, despite having a comparable level of sexual selection acting on males 99 . In brown algae, both male-and female-biased genes show elevated rates of evolution 23 , and in yeast, rapid evolution is observed only for female-biased genes 22 . And the rates of evolution for femalebiased genes in embryonic birds is actually higher than the rate for male-biased genes in adults 24 . These counter-examples do not fit with any reasonable expectation for sexual selection.
Implications.
Other than studies of D. melanogaster, the data do not seem to support the idea that sexual selection is driving rapid rates of coding-sequence evolution for male-biased genes. This may be at least partly due to the fact that positive selection seems to act on a much larger fraction of amino acids in D. melanogaster than many other organisms 100 . Interestingly, work in fire ants on caste-biased gene expression has recovered similar elevated rates of evolution for caste-biased genes compared to genes expressed in all castes 8 , but, crucially, these genes also show elevated rates of evolution in related lineages without castes. This suggests that genes under relaxed purifying selection may be more likely to adopt caste-biased expression.
We might expect a similar phenomenon for sex-biased expression. If true, this suggests that rapid rates of evolution for malebiased genes are not due to sexual selection, but rather these genes are simply more likely to become male-biased in expression. This is also consistent with the rapid turnover of male-biased gene expression observed in both Drosophila 25 and birds 18 , which is not seen for female-biased genes, suggesting that male-biased genes are simply under fewer constraints.
Outstanding questions. In addition to the possibility that the underlying models of evolution for sex-biased genes are simply not the same as for genes expressed in both sexes 8, 98 , there are several other potentially confounding variables that are often not accounted for. First, many studies of sex-biased gene expression are based either on gonad tissue or whole-organism preparations, creating different mixtures of gametic and somatic cells, and therefore different haploid versus diploid selection regimes. Second, in many species, reproductive biology differs between males and females, with female gametes programmed and then arrested in development and male gametes only formed in adults. This means that samples from any one life stage may not in fact identify genes involved in gameto genesis, which are likely to be under the strongest selection regimes. Third, studies of genic evolution tend to focus on conserved orthologues across species, and these may be less important than recent gene duplicates, which are more common for testes-expressed, and therefore male-biased, genes 101 . Fourth, the turnover of sex bias in some lineages 18, 25 may be faster than the accumulation of adaptive signatures in sequence data. Finally, and most-important, selection for complex intra-specific polymorphisms may act more often on expression level instead of coding sequence, suggesting that signatures of sexual selection will be found primarily in transcription 15, 18 . How any or all of these variables influence perceived rates of evolution remains to be seen.
Concluding remarks
The three assumptions discussed above related to the transcriptional architecture of sexual dimorphism show substantial differences in the degree to which they are supported by empirical data. The data do seem to support some relationship between broad patterns of sex-biased expression and sexual dimorphism, although it is difficult to know at this point whether sex-biased genes identified in any particular study encode sexual dimorphism, or are a consequence of it (Box 1). There is also substantial evidence, albeit circumstantial, that sex-biased genes represent resolved sexual conflict over optimal expression. Again, though, it is difficult to differentiate cause from consequence, and is not clear whether genes with low inter-sexual correlation tend to develop sex-biased expression, or whether intersexual correlation is reduced as sex bias becomes more prominent. Finally, the hypothesized link between rates of evolution for malebiased genes and sexual selection seems somewhat at odds with the bulk of the data in most organisms, and it is unclear why D. melanogaster exhibits a seemingly unique adaptive signature. In other organisms, these patterns may be due to differences in underlying mutation-selection balance 98 , or may represent relaxed functional constraints that predispose certain loci to male-biased expression 8, 97 . Studies of the transcriptional architecture of sexual dimorphism are useful to the broader field of evolutionary biology because many of these assumptions carry over directly to other studies of intraspecific variation. It is clear that we need to think carefully about how development and allometry may affect results when designing studies of phenotypic variation of any type. Also, sex-specific (or morph-or caste-specific) phenotypic effects of regulatory variation need to be mapped more carefully -which will also help us determine how quickly genetic correlations can be reduced, and by what routes. As transcriptome profiling becomes quicker and cheaper, it soon may be possible to actually select on male and female expression levels, in order to see how quickly expression responds to sexual conflict and chart the phenotypic consequences. 
